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1: When God Goes to Starbucks - Christian Research Institute
In When God Goes to Starbucks, he offers readers solid and caring Christian responses to these and many other
concerns that are being discussed in Starbucks, shopping malls, youth groups, and schools. Each chapter provides
succinct answers and points for countering the cultural questions believers are faced with today.

What do you say when someone raises tough objections to the Christian worldview, like Why not just look out
for yourself? Is it ever okay to lie? Do people really believe miracles happen? He offers wise and relevant
answers that will not only help you clarify your own beliefs but empower you to articulate those beliefs to
others. In the Logos edition, this volume is enhanced by amazing functionality. Scripture citations link directly
to English translations, and important terms link to dictionaries, encyclopedias, and a wealth of other resources
in your digital library. Take the discussion with you using tablet and mobile apps. With Logos Bible Software,
the most efficient and comprehensive research tools are in one place, so you get the most out of your study.
Key Features Assists Christians in contending with controversial questions about faith Examines each topic
with a firm biblical stance Explores the personal autonomy philosphy that inhibits conversation Provides
ample information on hot-topic themes Contents Part I: Why So Many Denominations? Praise for the Print
Edition If you want sound apologetics made relevantâ€”here it is! Copan provides clear, orthodox, practical,
accessible, and necessary answers to questions that stymie seekers and galvanize skeptics against historic
Christianity. Its argumentsâ€”careful, logical, and most of all fair-mindedâ€”speak eloquently in our
sound-bite world. Clark, executive vice president and provost, Bethel Seminary An excellent and
comprehensive resource to help Christians contend with controversial questions about their faith. Copan writes
eloquently and respectfully on social and moral themes. Though each topic is approached with care, Copan
does not flinch from a biblical stance and delineates each problem with exemplary thoroughness. Thoughtful
readers will find great value in his approach to unpacking Christian slogans as related to truth and reality,
worldviews and religious belief systems. His training in philosophy is evident, as he understands the issues
well, and presents cogent and reasoned positions. Highly recommended for Christians who want to engage
friends and neighbors in a winsome and respectful manner. Copan offers readers solid and caring responses to
these concerns. Each chapter provides a biblical stance with exemplary thoroughness and points for countering
the questions people ask believers today. He expertly unmasks the problematic personal autonomy philosophy
that makes sweeping relativistic claims, but then tacks on absolute, inviolable standards at the end.
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When God Goes to Starbucks has ratings and 19 reviews. Pancho said: A good resource for Christians encountering
common atheistic challenges. I especi.

Guidance for those deep coffeehouse conversations about God What do you say when someone raises tough
objections to the Christian worldview, like Why not just look out for yourself? Is it ever okay to lie? Do
people really believe miracles happen? He offers wise and relevant answers that will not only help you clarify
your own beliefs but empower you to articulate those beliefs to others. Endorsements "This book is classic
Copan: Open it up, grab a cup of coffee, and join the conversation! From ethics to eschatology, Dr. Copan
provides clear, orthodox, practical, accessible, and necessary answers to questions that stymie seekers and
galvanize skeptics against historic Christianity. Its arguments--careful, logical, and most of all
fair-minded--speak eloquently in our sound-bite world. Starbucks is a perfect place to enjoy apologetic
dialogue. He is the author of several popular apologetics books, including Is God a Moral Monster? Continue
reading about Paul Copan Reviews "An excellent and comprehensive resource to help Christians contend with
controversial questions about their faith. Copan writes eloquently and respectfully on social and moral themes.
Though each topic is approached with care, Copan does not flinch from a biblical stance and delineates each
problem with exemplary thoroughness. Thoughtful readers will find great value in his approach to unpacking
Christian slogans as related to truth and reality, worldviews and religious belief systems. His training in
philosophy is evident, as he understands the issues well, and presents cogent and reasoned positions. Highly
recommended for Christians who want to engage friends and neighbors in a winsome and respectful manner.
Copan offers readers solid and caring responses to these concerns. Each chapter provides a biblical stance with
exemplary thoroughness and points for countering the questions people ask believers today. He expertly
unmasks the problematic personal autonomy philosophy that makes sweeping relativistic claims, but then
tacks on absolute, inviolable standards at the end.
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In When God Goes to Starbucks, renowned apologetics expert Paul Copan tackles these and other vexing questions.
He offers wise and relevant answers that will not only help you clarify your own beliefs but empower you to articulate
those beliefs to others.

Paul Copan is a familiar name to those formally engaged in the defense of the Christian worldview. He has
authored ten books on topics related to Christian apologetics and edited eleven others. When God Goes to
Starbucks is but one of a series of four books by Copan which refute relativism. Thus, When God Goes to
Starbucks should not be thought of as a comprehensive philosophical and theological guide to Christian
apologetics. In other words, God has gone to Starbucks, not the Areopagus. Although the book covers fourteen
anti-Christian slogans or objections to the faith with apologetic implications, it does not cover all of them in
great depth. In short, the book is a simple preparatory tool to answer very specific apologetic questions. Rather
than turn the worldview of the coffee-shop-objector to the Christian worldview upside down, the arguments in
When God Goes to Starbucks are intended to send him away from the coffee shop with as Greg Koukl might
put it a stone in his shoe. Categories of Thought At least a one of the fourteen anti-Christian slogans which
Copan identifies and addresses should be familiar to any Christian whose faith has ever been challenged
whether internally or externally. What may not be as familiar or, more accurately, as apparent to such
Christians are the categories of thought to which the slogans relate. Copan breaks When God Goes to
Starbucks out into three parts that address three categories under which Copan classifies these slogans. Copan
addresses the categories progressively, laying a foundation by first addressing slogans having to do with truth
and reality, and building upon that foundation by next addressing categories having to do with worldviews and
Christianity. Slogans Related to Truth and Reality The slogans addressed in Part I of When God Goes to
Starbucks are grounded [5] in moral relativism and, to defend against them, Copan first makes a case that a
moral standard is needed in order to move from is to ought. Then, Copan shows that relativistic moral
standards are ultimately contradictory. Such statements are ultimately absurd; morality must be objective to be
meaningful. Such questions, Copan argues, discount the relevance of motives. The concept of lying, for
example, must be separated from the concept of deceiving in the same way that the concept of murder is
separated from the concept of killing. Motive and permissibility must be considered in making moral
judgments Part II: Slogans Related to Worldviews The slogans addressed in Part II of When God Goes to
Starbucks are based in misconceptions about God, misconceptions about miracles, misunderstandings of the
ramifications of religious experience, and misunderstandings about sexuality specifically homosexuality.
Copan demonstrates that a right understanding of humility and praise, especially as demonstrated by the
sacrificial death of Jesus, renders a correct conception of the character of God. God is not, as one slogan
accuses Him of being, arrogant and egotistical. Copan demonstrates that, even in scripture, such people were
skeptical of miracles. Another, yet very different, claim that does not stand is the claim that all religions are
valid because people all religions experience God. In regards to the assertion that people are born gay, Copan
notes that such a claim, while strong in political clout, lacks scientific evidence. Copan further points out that,
even if such a claim could be proven, ones being born gay would not morally justify any homosexual acts that
one commits. Naturally, where the nature of homosexuality comes up, the issue of gay marriage comes up.
Copan examines the most popular arguments for gay marriage and notes that many of them are based in an
idea of fairness. This raises the question, Why think humans have any rightsâ€”including a right to gay
marriageâ€” at all? Moral relativism undermines any appeal to rights; if rights exist, relativism is false.
Slogans Related to Christianity The slogans addressed in Part III of When God Goes to Starbucks are based in
misconceptions about the imprecatory Psalms, drawing false parallels between Islam and Christianity in
regards to Holy Wars, misinterpreting eschatological claims, and misconceptions about the nature of the
church. Copan argues, in response the accusation that the imprecatory Psalms are vindictive and hateful, that
these Psalms merely seem that way to modern, western readers. The sentiments expressed in these Psalms are
consistent to those expressed similar ancient near eastern writings. Jihad is clearly a case of the latter and,
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when compared side-by-side with biblical Holy Way, Jihad fares poorly. The last slogan Copan addresses is
one that objects to Christianity based on the existences of doctrinal and denominational differences. The book
is well-organized and makes clear, concise defenses against the anti-Christian slogans presented. Furthermore,
the anti-Christian slogans identified by Copan are fairly typical of those that Christians face in every-day
apologetic situations; they are relevant to contemporary Christian apologetics and evangelism. The defenses
Copan presents can, in fact, be trusted to put a stone in the shoe of the coffee-shop-objector to Christianity.
Unfortunately, the book can also put a stone in the shoe of the reader. Granted, such delineation does exist but,
in my opinion, it does not exist to the degree to which Copan claims. I believe it is okay to bluff deceive in a
game of chance, but I do not believe it is okay to lie to Nazis. I do not believe that the Psalmists were immoral
in their writings, but for other reasons than those given by Copan. It may be the case that if Copan were
writing a more in-depth book, he would have taken the time to flesh out the nuances of his arguments in more
detail. This is not the case with When God Goes to Starbucks. Doing so is not in the scope of the book, and
that could pose a problem for readers who stop their study at the popular level. Eventually some of the
philosophers at the Areopagus are going to want their caffeine fix. For this reason, I would not recommend
this book to someone with a popular-level interest in Christian apologetics. I would recommend it, however, to
someone with a serious dedication to apologetic and theological study. Copan makes many able defenses for
the Christian worldview and shows how to present them in an efficient and effective manner. When God Goes
to Starbucks: A Guide to Everyday Apologetics. Baker Publishing Group, Palm Beach Atlantic University. A
Guide to Everyday Apologetics, 9 [5] with feet firmly planted in midair! A Guide to Everyday Apologetics,
4: When God Goes to Starbucks: A Guide to Everyday Apologetics by Paul Copan
In When God Goes to Starbucks, he offers readers solid and caring Christian responses to these and many other
concerns that are being discussed in Starbucks, shopping malls, youth groups, and schools.

5: When God Goes to Starbucks: A Guide to Everyday Apologetics - Logos Bible Software
Paul Copan hits his mark with When God Goes to Starbucks. The book is well-organized and makes clear, concise
defenses against the anti-Christian slogans presented. The book is well-organized and makes clear, concise defenses
against the anti-Christian slogans presented.

6: When God Goes to Starbucks | Baker Publishing Group
When God Goes To Starbucks is a book that tackles the questions that Christians hear over and over again. It is a book
that gives answers to the questions a person would likely have if they were in a deep conversation about God in a coffee
shop.

7: Review: When God Goes To Starbucks, Paul Copan | Theologically Speaking
Additional info for When God Goes to Starbucks: A Guide to Everyday Apologetics Example text India) strongly
suggests that through biological and environmental endowments, we are suited to believe in God/the divine; atheism is
actually the aberration.

8: Paul Copanâ€™s When God Goes to Starbucks: A Review | Seth Dunn
Copan, a professor of philosophy and ethics at Palm Beach Atlantic University, submits an excellent and comprehensive
resource to help Christians contend with controversial questions about their fa.

9: When God Goes to Starbucks Quotes by Paul Copan
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When God Goes to Starbucks Coffeehouses are generally places that foster deep conversations; whether they be
simple, philosophical or theological. In the book "When God Goes to Starbucks", Paul Copan attempts to tackle some of
the big issues that are brought up in a Starbucks setting.
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